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Abstract
A matching preclusion set of a graph is an edge set whose deletion results in a
graph without perfect matching or almost perfect matching. The Cartesian product
of n paths is called an n-grid graph. In this paper, we study the matching preclusion
problems for n-grid graphs and obtain the following results. If an n-grid graph has
an even order, then it has the matching preclusion number n, and every optimal
matching preclusion set is trivial. If the n-grid graph has an odd order, then it has
the matching preclusion number n + 1, and all the optimal matching preclusion sets
are characterized.
Key words: Matching preclusion number; Optimal matching preclusion set; n-grid
graph.
1 Introduction
Let G be a simple graph (without multiple edges or loops). We use V (G) and E(G) to
denote its vertex set and edge set, respectively. The cardinality of V (G) is called the order
of graph G, and denoted by n(G). An edge set M ⊆ E(G) is called matching if no two
∗This work was supported by NSFC (Grant No. 11371180).
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edges in M have a common end vertex. A matching of G with the maximum cardinality
is called a maximum matching. For a matching M of G, if the edges in M are incident
with all vertices of G, i.e. |V (G)| = 2|M |, then M is called a perfect matching of G. If
the edges in M are incident with all but one of the vertices of G, i.e. |V (G)| − 1 = 2|M |,
then M is called an almost perfect matching of G. A matching preclusion set of a graph
G is an edge set F ⊆ E(G) such that G − F has neither perfect matching nor almost
perfect matching. A matching preclusion set with minimum cardinality is called an optimal
matching preclusion set. The cardinality of an optimal matching preclusion set of G is
called the matching preclusion number of G and is denoted by mp(G). Brigham et al. [3]
introduced the matching preclusion number as a measure of robustness in the event of edge
failure in interconnection networks.
The degree dG(v) of a vertex v in G is the number of vertices adjacent to v. Let δ(G)
and ∆(G) denote the minimum degree and maximum degree of G respectively. Cheng et
al. gave the following result.
Proposition 1.1 ([7]). Let G be a graph with even order. Then mp(G) 6 δ(G).
To investigate the structure of optimal matching preclusion sets, Cheng et al. [7] gave
the following concepts. A matching preclusion set F of a graph G is trivial if all the edges
of F are those edges incident with a single vertex or two vertices according as G has even
or odd order. If G has an optimal matching preclusion set F that is trivial, then G is
called maximally matched. If every optimal matching preclusion set of G is trivial, then G
is called super matched.
The Cartesian product G✷H of graphs G and H is a graph such that the vertex set of
G✷H is V (G)×V (H), and two vertices (u, u′) and (v, v′) are adjacent in G✷H if and only
if either u = v and u′ is adjacent to v′ in H , or u is adjacent to v in G and u′ = v′.
The matching preclusion numbers and optimal matching preclusion sets of the following
graphs were studied: Petersen graph, complete graph Kn, complete bipartite graph Kn,n
and hypercube Qn by Brigham et al. [3], complete bipartite graph Kn,n+1 by Cheng et
al. [7], even order k-ary n-cube Qkn by Wang et al. [21], tori and related Cartesian products
by Cheng et al. [11], balanced hypercube BHn by Lu¨ et al. [20], crossed cube CQn by Cheng
et al. [17].
Cheng et al. [4, 5, 21] considered bipartite graphs and showed that the matching preclu-
sion number of a k-regular bipartite graph is k. The matching preclusion for Cayley graphs
can be found in [8, 10, 13]. Li et al. [19] considered a general k-regular connected vertex-
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transitive graph with even order and showed that it has matching preclusion number k and
is super matched except for six classes of graphs. Almeida et al. [1] obtained some proper-
ties of the matching preclusion number of the Cartesian product graphs and computed the
matching preclusion numbers of several interconnection networks. For other references on
this topic, see [2, 6, 9, 12, 14, 15, 16, 18].
The Cartesian product of n paths is called the n-grid graph. More precisely, let n ≥ 1
be an integer. For each 0 6 i 6 n − 1, let ki ≥ 2 be an integer. Let Pk0 , Pk1, . . . , Pkn−1
be paths. Here Pk denotes a path with k vertices. Then the Cartesian product G =
Pk0✷Pk1✷ · · ·✷Pkn−1 is called a (k0, k1, . . . , kn−1;n)-grid graph, or simply an n-grid graph,
where each vertex u of G can be regarded as an n-tuple (u0, u1, . . . , un−1) where 0 6 ui 6
ki − 1 for each 0 6 i 6 n− 1.
In this paper, we discuss the matching preclusion for n-grid graphs. The n-grid graphs
are a generalization of hypercube Qn, but not regular in other cases. In Section 2, we will
give some structural properties of n-grid graphs. A crucial definition, that is (f ; 4)-cycle,
is also given. In Section 3, the matching preclusion for even order n-grid graph is got. We
treat first 2-grid graphs and then n-grid graphs for n > 3. By using these results for even
order n-grid graphs, we obtain matching preclusion for odd order n-grid graphs in Section
4.
The following is our main theorem, and implied by Theorems 3.11, 4.1 and 4.2.
Theorem 1.2 (Main theorem). Let G be an n-grid graph. If n(G) is even, then mp(G) = n,
and G is super matched whenever n > 3. If n(G) is odd, then mp(G) = n+ 1, moreover if
n > 2, then F ⊆ E(G) is an optimal matching preclusion set of G if and only if F consists
of edges incident with a vertex u = (u0, u1, . . . , un−1) with dG(u) = n+ 1 and
n−1∑
i=0
ui odd.
The conditional matching preclusion number and optimal conditional matching preclu-
sion sets of n-grid graphs will be given elsewhere.
2 Preliminaries for n-grid graphs
2.1 Basic notations
Let G be a graph. Let F, U,H be a subset of E(G), a subset of V (G) and a subgraph of G,
respectively. The subgraph G−F is obtained from G by deleting all the edges in F . When
F = {f} for some edge f ∈ E(G), we use G−f to denote G−{f}. The subgraph G−U is
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obtained from G by deleting all the vertices in U together with their incident edges. When
U = {u} for some vertex u ∈ V (G), we use G−u instead of G−{u}. The subgraph G−H
is G− V (H).
Let f ∈ E(G). We use dF (f) to denote the size of the set {g ∈ F | g is incident with
f}.
Let v ∈ V (G). If there exists an edge e ∈ F such that e is incident with v, then we say
F covers v, otherwise we say F uncovers v. We say F uncovers U if F uncovers u for any
vertex u ∈ U . We say F uncovers H if F uncovers V (H).
Let A,B be subsets of X . The set A \ B = {x ∈ X | x ∈ A, x /∈ B}. The symmetric
difference A∆B of A and B is (A \ B) ∪ (B \ A). Let M be a matching of G. A cycle
C is called an M-alternating cycle if the edges of C alternate in M and E(G) \M . We
identify the edge set E(C) with the cycle C without confusion and we use M∆C to denote
the symmetric difference M∆E(C).
2.2 Structure of n-grid graphs
We suppose G is a (k0, k1, . . . , kn−1;n)-grid graph in this subsection. For simplicity, for
each 0 6 i 6 n − 1, we use V (Pki) = {0, 1, . . . , ki − 1} and E(Pki) = {j(j + 1) | j ∈
{0, 1, . . . , ki− 2}} without confusion. The order of G is n(G) = k0k1 · · · kn−1. Two vertices
v = (v0, v1, . . . , vn−1) and u = (u0, u1, . . . , un−1) of G are adjacent if and only if there
exists an integer i0 ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} such that |vi0 − ui0| = 1 and vj = uj for every
j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n− 1} \ {i0}. We say that the position of the edge f = uv ∈ E(G) is i0 or u
and v are adjacent at position i0.
Obviously, the maximum degree ∆(G) = 2n − n2, where n2 is the number of 2’s in
k0, k1, . . . , kn−1, and the minimum degree δ(G) = n. We see that ∆(G) = δ(G) if and only if
n2 = n which means G is the hypercube Qn. (This is the only case G is regular.) The graph
G is not regular when n2 < n. If the degree of a vertex v is n, then v = (v0, v1, . . . , vn−1)
satisfies that for each 0 6 i 6 n− 1, vi = 0 or ki − 1. Let
Vδ(G) = {v ∈ V (G) | dG(v) = δ(G)}.
Then we have |Vδ(G)| = 2
n. If the degree of a vertex v is 2n−n2, without loss of generality we
may assume that the first n2 numbers of k0, k1, . . . , kn−1 are 2’s, then v = (v0, v1, . . . , vn−1)
satisfies that for each 0 6 i 6 n2 − 1, we have vi = 0 or 1, and for each n2 6 j 6 n− 1, we
have 0 < vj < kj − 1. Let
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V∆(G) = {v ∈ V (G) | dG(v) = ∆(G)}.
Then we have |V∆(G)| =
n−1∏
i=n2
(ki−2) when n2 < n, or |V∆(G)| = 2
n = |Vδ(G)| when n2 = n.
An index d ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} is often referred as a position. Now we fix a position
d ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}, and define Ed(G) = {f ∈ E(G) | the position of f is d}. For each
j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , kd − 1}, let Gd[j] be the subgraph of G induced by {u ∈ V (G) | u =
(u0, u1, . . . , un−1), ud = j}. Then G has a partition
G = Gd[0] ∪Gd[1] ∪ · · · ∪Gd[kd − 1] ∪ Ed(G),
and the connected components of G − Ed(G) are Gd[0], Gd[1], . . . , Gd[kd − 1]. In this case
we say that G is partitioned at position d, or Gd[0] ∪Gd[1] ∪ · · · ∪Gd[kd − 1] ∪ Ed(G) is a
partition of G at position d. It is easy to see that for each 0 6 j 6 kd − 1,
Gd[j] = Pk0✷ · · ·✷Pkd−1✷{j}✷Pkd+1✷ · · ·✷Pkn−1
is an (n−1)-grid graph. Note that the corresponding vertices in Gd[0], Gd[1], . . . , Gd[kd−1]
are joined through paths of length kd − 1 at position d. For each j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , kd − 2},
let Ej,j+1d (G) be the set of edges between Gd[j] and Gd[j + 1] in G, that is E
j,j+1
d (G) =
{f ∈ E(G) | the position of f = uv is d, u = (u0, u1, . . . , un−1), v = (v0, v1, . . . , vn−1) and
{ud, vd} = {j, j + 1}} ⊆ Ed(G). Then
Ed(G) = E
0,1
d (G) ∪ E
1,2
d (G) ∪ · · · ∪ E
kd−2,kd−1
d (G).
Now we have a refined partition
G = Gd[0] ∪ E
0,1
d (G) ∪Gd[1] ∪ E
1,2
d (G) ∪ · · · ∪Gd[kd − 2] ∪ E
kd−2,kd−1
d (G) ∪Gd[kd − 1]
of the n-grid graph G at position d.
For each j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , kd − 1}, and any vertex v = (v0, v1, . . . , vn−1) in Gd[j], we
have vd = j. When j > 1, the corresponding vertex to v in Gd[j − 1] exists, and we
denote it by v−, i.e. v− = (v0, v1, . . . , vd−1, j − 1, vd+1, . . . , vn−1). When j 6 kd − 2,
the corresponding vertex to v in Gd[j + 1] exists, and we denote it by v
+, i.e. v+ =
(v0, v1, . . . , vd−1, j + 1, vd+1, . . . , vn−1).
The subgraph G[Ed] induced by Ed = Ed(G) is the union of n(G)/kd disjoint paths of
length kd − 1. If kd is even, then G[Ed] contains a perfect matching Md of G, where
Md = E
0,1
d (G) ∪ E
2,3
d (G) ∪ · · · ∪ E
kd−2,kd−1
d (G).
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Generally, if the order n(G) is even, then G has a perfect matching. If the order n(G) is
odd, then G has no perfect matching, but it has almost perfect matchings. Several lemmas
about these results are in Subsection 2.3. So in the following sections we will discuss the
matching preclusion for the n-grid graph G in two cases: it has a perfect matching or an
almost perfect matching.
To end this subsection, we define an (f ; 4)-cycle (see Figure 1), which will be used
frequently in the following sections. We assume n > 2. Let f ∈ E(G) whose position
is d where 0 6 d 6 n − 1. Suppose f = uv, u = (a0, a1, . . . , ad−1, j, ad+1, . . . , an−1) and
v = (a0, a1, . . . , ad−1, j+1, ad+1, . . . , an−1) for some 0 6 j 6 kd− 2. Then u ∈ V (Gd[j]) and
v ∈ V (Gd[j + 1]). Let δ(Gd[j]) and δ(Gd[j + 1]) be the minimum degree of V (Gd[j]) and
V (Gd[j+1]), respectively. Since dGd[j](u) = dGd[j+1](v) > δ(Gd[j]) = δ(Gd[j+1]) = n−1 >
1, there exist vertices u′ = (a′0, a
′
1, . . . , a
′
d−1, j, a
′
d+1, . . . , a
′
n−1) and v
′ = (a′0, a
′
1, . . . , a
′
d−1, j +
1, a′d+1, . . . , a
′
n−1) such that u
′ is a neighbor of u in Gd[j] and v
′ is a neighbor of v in Gd[j+1].
Then u′ is adjacent to v′ at position d. Let C be the cycle induced by vertices u, v, v′, u′.
The cycle C is of length 4. Then we call C an (f, d, j; 4)-cycle or (f ; 4)-cycle for short.
Let d′ be the position of uu′. Then the position of vv′ is d′. In this case, we denote the
(f, d, j; 4)-cycle C as an (f, d, j, d′; 4)-cycle. Fix the edge f , the number of (f, d, j; 4)-cycles
is dGd[j](u) = dGd[j+1](v). LetM be a matching of G such that E
j,j+1
d (G) ⊆M , and let C be
an (f, d, j; 4)-cycle. Then C is an M-alternating cycle and f ∈M ∩ E(C). So f 6∈M∆C.
✤
✣
✜
✢
✤
✣
✜
✢
s
s
s
sf
M
C
u
u′ v′
v
Gd[j] Gd[j + 1]
Ej,j+1d (G)
Figure 1: An (f, d, j; 4)-cycle C.
2.3 Properties of n-grid graphs
Lemma 2.1. Let G be a (k0, k1, . . . , kn−1;n)-grid graph. If the order n(G) is even, then G
has a perfect matching.
Proof. We may suppose kd is even for some 0 6 d 6 n − 1. Let Md be defined as in the
penultimate paragraph of Subsection 2.2. Then Md is a perfect matching of G.
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Let G be a (k0, k1, . . . , kn−1;n)-grid graph and let
VallEven(G) =
{
u = (u0, u1, . . . , un−1) ∈ V (G)
∣∣∣ ui is even for each 0 6 i 6 n− 1
}
.
Let d ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} be a position and let u = (u0, u1, . . . , un−1) ∈ V (G) such that ui
is even for i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n− 1} \ {d}. Then Gd[ud] is an (n− 1)-grid graph, u ∈ Gd[ud] and
u ∈ VallEven(Gd[ud]).
The following lemmas are properties of odd order n-grid graphs. Let the order n(G) be
odd. Then ki > 3 is odd for 0 6 i 6 n− 1. So Vδ(G) ⊆ VallEven(G).
Lemma 2.2. Let G be an odd order (k0, k1, . . . , kn−1;n)-grid graph, and let u ∈ VallEven(G).
Then G has an almost perfect matching Mu which uncovers u.
Proof. Suppose u = (u0, u1, . . . , un−1) ∈ VallEven(G). We will prove this result by in-
duction on n. When n = 1, G is a path Pk = v0v1 · · · vk−1 of length k − 1, where
k = k0 ≥ 3 is odd and vj = j for each 0 6 j 6 k − 1. If u = vj is even, then
Mu = {v0v1, . . . , vj−2vj−1, vj+1vj+2, . . . , vk−2vk−1} is an almost perfect matching of G such
that Mu uncovers u.
We suppose that n > 2. Let d ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n−1}. Then G = Gd[0]∪Gd[1]∪· · ·∪Gd[kd−
1]∪Ed(G). For each j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , kd−1}, Gd[j] is isomorphic with an odd order (n−1)-grid
graph. So the result is true for Gd[j] by induction hypothesis. Since u ∈ VallEven(Gd[ud]),
we can find an almost perfect matchingMd[ud] of Gd[ud] such thatMd[ud] uncovers u. Then
Mu = E
0,1
d (G)∪E
2,3
d (G)∪· · ·∪E
ud−2,ud−1
d (G)∪Md[ud]∪E
ud+1,ud+2
d (G)∪· · ·∪E
kd−2,kd−1
d (G)
is an almost perfect matching of G such that Mu uncovers u.
Let u ∈ VallEven(G). Then G − u has a perfect matching by Lemma 2.2. Here we
calculate the matching preclusion number of G− u.
Lemma 2.3. Let G be an odd order (k0, k1, . . . , kn−1;n)-grid graph, and let u ∈ VallEven(G).
Then mp(G− u) = n.
Proof. Since u ∈ VallEven(G), then δ(G− u) = n, and mp(G− u) 6 n by Lemma 1.1. Next
we will show, by induction on n, that mp(G− u) > n, i.e. for any edge set F ⊆ E(G− u)
with |F | 6 n− 1, (G− u)− F has a perfect matching.
Suppose F ⊆ E(G − u) with |F | 6 n − 1. When n = 1, the set F = ∅ and G − u
has a perfect matching by Lemma 2.2. Now assume n > 2. Let f ∈ F with position
d for some d ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}. Let u = (u0, u1, . . . , un−1). Then G = Gd[0] ∪ Gd[1] ∪
· · · ∪ Gd[kd − 1] ∪ Ed(G), f ∈ Ed(G) and u ∈ VallEven(Gd[ud]). Let xs be an even number
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for each s ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} \ {d}. For each j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , kd − 1}, let Gj = Gd[j],
Fj = F ∩ E(Gj) ⊆ F \ {f} and vj = (x0, x1 . . . , xd−1, j, xd+1, . . . , xn−1) ∈ V (Gj). Then
P = v0v1 . . . vkd−1 is a path of length an even number kd−1, Gj is an odd order (n−1)-grid
graph, |Fj| 6 n − 2 and vj ∈ VallEven(Gj). For each s ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} \ {d}, ks > 3
is odd and 0 6 xs 6 ks − 1 is even. Then xs has at least two choices. So there are
at least 2n−1 > n − 1 > |F | choices of the path P = v0v1 . . . vkd−1, and we can choose
one which is disjoint with F . Let P = v0v1 . . . vkd−1 be such a path that E(P ) ∩ F = ∅.
Since ud is even, we have vud ∈ VallEven(P ). Then P − vud has a perfect matching MP by
Lemma 2.2. By induction hypothesis, (Gud − u) − Fud has a perfect matching Mu,ud, and
(Gj − vj) − Fj has a perfect matching M
j
u for each j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , kd − 1} \ {ud}. Then
M =M0u ∪M
1
u ∪ · · · ∪M
ud−1
u ∪Mu,ud ∪M
ud+1
u ∪ · · · ∪M
kd−1
u ∪MP is a perfect matching of
(G− u)− F .
Let
Ve(G) =
{
u = (u0, u1, . . . , un−1) ∈ V (G)
∣∣∣
n−1∑
i=0
ui is even
}
and
Vo(G) =
{
u = (u0, u1, . . . , un−1) ∈ V (G)
∣∣∣
n−1∑
i=0
ui is odd
}
.
The following two lemmas show that G has an almost perfect matching Mu which uncovers
the vertex u ∈ Ve(G), and a nice partition of V (G) into Ve(G) and Vo(G).
Lemma 2.4. Let G be an odd order (k0, k1, . . . , kn−1;n)-grid graph, and let u ∈ Ve(G).
Then G has an almost perfect matching Mu such that Mu uncovers u.
Proof. Suppose u = (u0, u1, . . . , un−1) ∈ Ve(G) and let no be the number of odd numbers
in u0, u1, . . ., un−1. Then no 6 n. We will prove this lemma by induction on no. As
n−1∑
i=0
ui
is even, so no is even. The base case that the number of odd numbers is zero, holds by
Lemma 2.2. So we suppose that no > 2. Without loss of generality, we may assume that
the numbers u0, u1, . . . , uno−1 are odd and the numbers uno, . . . , un−1 are even.
Now G has a partition at position 0: G = G0[0] ∪ G0[1] ∪ · · · ∪ G0[u0 − 1] ∪ G0[u0] ∪
G0[u0 + 1] ∪ · · · ∪G0[k0 − 1] ∪ E0(G). Then u ∈ V (G0[u0]) and M0 = E
0,1
0 (G) ∪ E
2,3
0 (G) ∪
· · · ∪ Eu0−3,u0−20 (G) ∪ E
u0+2,u0+3
0 (G) ∪ · · · ∪ E
k0−2,k0−1
0 (G) is a matching of G such that M0
uncovers subgraphs G0[u0 − 1], G0[u0] and G0[u0 + 1] of G. These three subgraphs are
shown in Figure 2(a).
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✤✣
✜
✢
✤
✣
✜
✢
✤
✣
✜
✢s s
s
s s
v−
v
u
w
w+
G0[u0 − 1] H = G0[u0] G0[u0 + 1]
M−0 M
S
0 M
+
0
(a) Partition of G at position 0
✤
✣
✜
✢
✤
✣
✜
✢
✤
✣
✜
✢
s
s
s s
v
u
w
H1[u1 − 1] H1[u1] H1[u1 + 1]
M−1 M01 M
+
1
(b) Partition of H at position 1
Figure 2: Constructions of matching MS0 and almost perfect matching Mu.
Let H = G0[u0]. So H = {u0}✷Pk1✷Pk2✷ · · ·✷Pkn−1 is an (n−1)-grid graph and H has
a partition at position 1: H = H1[0] ∪H1[1] ∪ · · · ∪H1[u1 − 1] ∪H1[u1] ∪H1[u1 + 1]∪ · · · ∪
H1[k1−1]∪E1(H). Then u ∈ V (H1[u1]) andM1 = E
0,1
1 (H)∪E
2,3
1 (H)∪· · ·∪E
u1−3,u1−2
1 (H)∪
Eu1+2,u1+31 (H) ∪ · · · ∪ E
k1−2,k1−1
1 (H) is a matching of H such that M1 uncovers subgraphs
H1[u1 − 1], H1[u1] and H1[u1 + 1] of H . These three subgraphs are shown in Figure 2(b).
Now H1[u1] = {u0}✷{u1}✷Pk2✷ · · ·✷Pkn−1 is an (n−2)-grid graph. The number of odd
numbers in u2, . . ., un−1 is no − 2 and
n−1∑
i=2
ui is even. So u ∈ Ve(H1[u1]). By the induction
hypothesis, we can find an almost perfect matching M01 of H1[u1] such that M01 uncovers
u. Let v = (u0, u1 − 1, v2, . . . , vn−1) ∈ V (H) and let w = (u0, u1 + 1, v2, . . . , vn−1) ∈ V (H)
such that vi is even for each i ∈ {2, . . . , n − 1}. Then v ∈ VallEven
(
H1[u1 − 1]
)
and
w ∈ VallEven
(
H1[u1 + 1]
)
. Then by Lemma 2.2, we can find an almost perfect matching
M−1 of H1[u1−1] and an almost perfect matching M
+
1 of H1[u1+1] such thatM
−
1 uncovers
v and M+1 uncovers w. Let S = {u, v, w}. Then M
S
0 =M1∪M
−
1 ∪M01∪M
+
1 is a matching
of H = G0[u0] such that M
S
0 uncovers S.
We go back to the partition of G at position 0. Let v− = (u0− 1, u1− 1, v2, . . . , vn−1) ∈
V (G) be the corresponding vertex of v ∈ V (G0[u0]) in G0[u0−1] and let w
+ = (u0+1, u1+
1, v2, . . . , vn−1) ∈ V (G) be the corresponding vertex of w ∈ V (G0[u0]) in G0[u0 + 1]. Then
v− ∈ VallEven
(
G0[u0 − 1]
)
and w+ ∈ VallEven
(
G0[u0 + 1]
)
. By Lemma 2.2, we can find an
almost perfect matchingM−0 of G0[u0−1] and an almost perfect matchingM
+
0 of G0[u0+1]
such that M−0 uncovers v
− and M+0 uncovers w
+.
Hence Mu = M0 ∪M
−
0 ∪M
S
0 ∪M
+
0 ∪ {vv
−, ww+} is an almost perfect matching of G
which uncovers u.
Lemma 2.5. Let G be an odd order (k0, k1, . . . , kn−1;n)-grid graph. Then G has a bipartite
partition V (G) = Ve(G)∪Vo(G), Ve(G)∩Vo(G) = ∅ and |Ve(G)| = |Vo(G)|+1. If u ∈ Vo(G),
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then G− u has no perfect matching.
Proof. Let Ve = Ve(G) and Vo = Vo(G). For any vertex v = (v0, v1, . . . , vn−1) ∈ V (G), the
number
n−1∑
i=0
vi is either even or odd, but it cannot be both even and odd at the same time.
Hence Ve ∪ Vo = V (G) and Ve ∩ Vo = ∅. Let u, v ∈ Ve(or Vo), then uv /∈ E(G) obviously.
Then G is a bipartite graph with bipartition (Ve, Vo).
Assume u ∈ Ve. By Lemma 2.4, we can find an almost perfect matching Mu which
uncovers u. For any edge f ∈ Mu, one of the endpoints of f must belong to Ve and the
other belongs to Vo. As Mu is an almost perfect matching and it uncovers a vertex in Ve,
then we have |Ve| = |Mu|+ 1 and |Vo| = |Mu|. Hence |Ve| = |Vo|+ 1.
Suppose u ∈ Vo(G) and G − u has a perfect matching M . Then |Ve| = |M | and
|Vo| = |M |+ 1. So |Ve|+ 1 = |Vo|. This is a contradiction.
3 Matching preclusion for even order n-grid graphs
We first give the matching preclusion number of even order n-grid graphs.
Lemma 3.1. Let G be an even order (k0, k1, . . . , kn−1;n)-grid graph. Then mp(G) = n.
Proof. Since δ(G) = n, we have mp(G) 6 n by Lemma 1.1. By induction on n, we will
show that mp(G) > n, i.e. for any edge set F ⊆ E(G) with |F | 6 n − 1, G − F has a
perfect matching. Let F ⊆ E(G) with |F | 6 n − 1. If n = 1, then F = ∅ and G, a path
on even number of vertices, has a perfect matching. Now suppose n > 2. Without loss of
generality, we may suppose that n(G)/k0 is even. Then G0[j] is an even order (n− 1)-grid
graph for 0 6 j 6 k0 − 1. There are two cases.
First suppose F ⊆ E(G0[j]) for some 0 6 j 6 k0 − 1. If k0 is even, then M0 =
E0,10 (G) ∪ E
2,3
0 (G) ∪ · · · ∪ E
k0−2,k0−1
0 (G) is a perfect matching of G − F . When k0 is odd,
we consider two possibilities for j. If j 6= 0, then M1 ∪ M
0 is a perfect matching of
G− F where M1 = E
1,2
0 (G) ∪ E
3,4
0 (G) ∪ · · · ∪ E
k0−2,k0−1
0 (G) and M
0 is a perfect matching
of G0[0]. If j 6= k0 − 1, then M2 ∪ M
k0−1 is a perfect matching of G − F where M2 =
E0,10 (G) ∪ E
2,3
0 (G) ∪ · · · ∪ E
k0−3,k0−2
0 (G) and M
k0−1 is a perfect matching of G0[k0 − 1].
The second case is that F * E(G0[j]) for any 0 6 j 6 k0 − 1. For 0 6 j 6 k0 − 1, let
Fj = F ∩ E(G0[j]). Then |Fj| 6 n − 2. By induction hypothesis, we have mp(G0[j]) >
n−1 > |Fj |. Then G0[j]−Fj has a perfect matchingM [j]. HenceM [0]∪M [1]∪· · ·∪M [k0−1]
is a perfect matching of G− F .
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In the following, we analyze the structure of optimal matching preclusion sets of even
order n-grid graphs. Let G be an even order (k0, k1, . . . , kn−1;n)-grid graph. For n = 1, G
is a path Pk of length k − 1 where k = k0 is even, and mp(G) = 1. Then for any optimal
matching preclusion set F ⊆ E(G), Pk − F is isomorphic to the disjoint union Ps ∪ Pt of
two paths Ps and Pt for some positive odd numbers s and t with s+ t = k. The structure of
optimal matching preclusion sets of G are in Subsection 3.1 if n = 2, and in Subsection 3.2
if n > 3.
3.1 Even order 2-grid graphs
Lemma 3.2. Let G be an even order (k0, k1; 2)-grid graph where k0 > 2 is even. Let F
be an optimal matching preclusion set of G. Then either F is trivial or k1 = 3 and the
endpoints of edges of F are (u0, 0), (u0+1, 0), (u0, 2) and (u0+1, 2) for some even number
u0 ∈ {0, 2, . . . , k0 − 2}.
Proof. Let F = {f0, f1} and let M0 = E
0,1
0 (G) ∪ E
2,3
0 (G) ∪ · · · ∪ E
k0−2,k0−1
0 (G). Then
F ∩ M0 6= ∅. As if F ∩ M0 = ∅, then M0 is a perfect matching of G − F , which is a
contradiction. Then |F ∩M0| = 1 or 2.
We begin with |F ∩M0| = 1. We may assume that f0 ∈ F ∩M0 and f1 6∈ M0, then
we first show that f0 and f1 have a common endpoint. If not, then there is one (f0; 4)-
cycle C0 such that f1 /∈ C0. So C0 is an M0-alternating cycle and M0∆C0 is a perfect
matching of G − F which is a contradiction. Now let f0 = ujuj+1, uj ∈ V (G0[j]) and
uj+1 ∈ V (G0[j + 1]) where j is an even number such that 0 6 j 6 k0 − 2. If f1 6∈ E(G0[j])
and f1 6∈ E(G0[j + 1]), then f1 /∈ C0 and M0∆C0 is a perfect matching of G − F which is
a contradiction. So f1 ∈ E(G0[j]) or f1 ∈ E(G0[j + 1]).
Suppose f1 ∈ E(G0[j]). Then f1 6∈ E(G0[j + 1]) and uj is the common endpoint of f0
and f1. If dG0[j](uj) = 2, then there is exactly one (f0; 4)-cycle C1 such that f1 /∈ C1. So
M0∆C1 is a perfect matching of G − F which is a contradiction. So dG0[j](uj) = 1 and uj
is an isolated vertex of G0[j]− f1. Let uj = (j, h). Then h = 0 or k1 − 1. Now we assume
j 6= 0. Then k0 > 4. Let M
′
0 = E
1,2
0 (G) ∪ · · · ∪E
k0−3,k0−2
0 . Then F ∩M
′
0 = ∅, M0 ∩M
′
0 = ∅
and the sets M0 and M
′
0 form a partition of E0(G). For each 0 6 j0 6 k0− 1, the subgraph
G0[j0] = {j0}✷Pk1 , and for each 0 6 j1 6 k1 − 1, the subgraph G1[j1] = Pk0✷{j1}.
If h = 0, then E0,k1−1 = M
′
0 ∪ E010 contains a perfect matching M
0
F of G − F where
E010 = E({0}✷Pk1) ∪ E(Pk0✷{k1 − 1}) ∪ E({k0 − 1}✷Pk1). Next we construct M
0
F . Since
F ∩E0,k1−1 = ∅, any perfect matching contained in E0,k1−1 is a perfect matching of G− F .
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(a) The (8, 6; 2)-grid graph G, and the perfect
matching M0
F
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0
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(b) The (6, 3; 2)-grid graph G, one
nontrivial optimal matching preclu-
sion set F = {f0, f1} and the re-
sulting graph G− F .
Figure 3: Examples of the (k0, k1; 2)-grid graph where k0 > 2 is even.
Let V010 = V ({0}✷Pk1)∪V (Pk0✷{k1− 1})∪V ({k0− 1}✷Pk1). Then the induced subgraph
of G on the set V010 is a path P with k0 + 2(k1 − 1) vertices. Here k0 + 2(k1 − 1) is
even, V (P ) = V010 and E(P ) = E010. The path P has a perfect matching MP ⊂ E010.
Let M ′′0 = M
′
0 \ E(Pk0✷{k1 − 1}). Then M
′′
0 ⊂ M
′
0 is a matching of G such that M
′′
0
uncovers V010. Hence M
0
F = M
′′
0 ∪ MP ⊂ E0,k1−1 is a perfect matching of G − F . One
example of the construction of M0F is in Figure 3(a). If h = k1 − 1, then by a similar
way as in the case h = 0, we can construct a perfect matching Mk1−1F of G− F such that
Mk1−1F ⊂ E0,0 = M
′
0 ∪ E({0}✷Pk1) ∪ E(Pk0✷{0}) ∪ E({k0 − 1}✷Pk1). Thus j = 0. The
vertex degree of uj is dG(uj) = 2. Then uj is an isolated vertex of G− F , i.e. the optimal
matching preclusion set F is trivial.
By the same argument as in the last paragraph, if f1 ∈ E(G0[j+1]), then f1 6∈ E(G0[j]),
uj+1 is the common endpoint of f0 and f1, j + 1 = k0 − 1, dG(uj+1) = 2 and uj+1 is an
isolated vertex of G− F , i.e. the optimal matching preclusion set F is trivial.
Now suppose |F ∩M0| = 2. Let x = (x0, x1) and x
+ = (x0 + 1, x1) be the endpoints
of f0, and let y = (y0, y1) and y
+ = (y0 + 1, y1) be the endpoints of f1. Then x0 and y0
are even. If x0 6= y0, then there exist a (f0; 4)-cycle C
′
0 and a (f1; 4)-cycle C
′
1 such that
C ′0 ∩ C
′
1 = ∅. Thus M0∆C
′
0∆C
′
1 is a perfect matching of G − F . This is a contradiction.
So x0 = y0 and x1 6= y1. If k1 − 1 /∈ {x1, y1}, then by the same construction, M
0
F ⊂ E0,k1−1
(defined above) is a perfect matching of G−F . If 0 /∈ {x1, y1}, then similarly, M
k1−1
F ⊂ E0,0
(defined above) is a perfect matching of G − F . Thus {x1, y1} = {0, k1 − 1}. If k1 > 2 is
even, then Me = E
0,1
1 (G)∪E
2,3
1 (G)∪ · · ·∪E
k1−2,k1−1
1 (G) is a perfect matching of G−F . So
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k1 > 3 is odd. If k1 > 5, then M
′
o = E
0,1
1 (G)∪E
2,3
1 (G)∪ · · · ∪E
k1−5,k1−4
1 (G)∪E
k1−2,k1−1
1 (G)
is a matching of G such that M ′o uncovers G1[k1 − 3], and F ∩ E(G1[k1 − 3]) = ∅. The
subgraph G1[k1 − 3] is a path with even number k0 vertices. So G1[k1 − 3] has a perfect
matching Po. Thus Mo = M
′
o ∪Po is a perfect matching of G−F , which is a contradiction.
So k1 = 3. Now the endpoints of edges of F are (x0, 0), (x0 + 1, 0), (x0, 2) and (x0 + 1, 2),
where 0 6 x0 6 k0 − 2, and x0 is even. One example of such kind of optimal matching
preclusion set is shown in Figure 3(b).
Lemma 3.3. Let G be an even order (k0, 3; 2)-grid graph where k0 > 2 is even. Let
F = {x0y0, x1y1} where x0 = (u0, 0), y0 = (u0 + 1, 0), x1 = (u0, 2) and y1 = (u0 + 1, 2) for
some even number u0 ∈ {0, 2, . . . , k0 − 2}. Then F is an optimal matching preclusion set
of G.
Proof. The graph H = G−F has a bridge f = xy where x = (u0, 1) and y = (u0+1, 1). The
connected components H1 and H2 of H − f are odd order 2-grid graphs where x ∈ V (H1)
and y ∈ V (H2). Since x ∈ Vo(H1), there exists no almost perfect matching of H1 which
uncovers x by Lemma 2.5. Suppose M is a perfect matching of H . Then f ∈ M . So
M1 = M ∩ E(H1) is an almost perfect matching of H1 such that it uncovers x. This is a
contradiction. Thus H has no perfect matching.
Let G be a (k0, k1; 2)-grid graph where k0 > 2 is even. Let M0 = E
0,1
0 (G) ∪ E
2,3
0 (G) ∪
· · · ∪Ek0−2,k0−10 (G). Then M0 is a perfect matching of G. Let F = {f0, f1} ⊂ E(G). In the
proof of Lemma 3.2, we use (f0; 4)-cycle and (f1; 4)-cycle frequently. When we consider an
(f ; 4)-cycle C for some f ∈ F ∩M0, it follows that C is an M0-alternating cycle, f ∈ C
and for any f ′ ∈ F \ {f}, f ′ 6∈ C, i.e. {f} = C ∩ F 6= ∅, and C ∩ F ⊆ M0 ∩ F . Thus
M0∆C is also a perfect matching of G, and it contains less edges in F than that of M0,
i.e. F ∩ (M0∆C) = (F ∩M0) \ {f} is a proper subset of F ∩M0. In general, we give the
definition of the (F,M)-nice cycle and some propositions of the nice cycle.
Definition 3.4 (The (F,M)-nice cycle). Let G be a graph. Let F ⊆ E(G) and M a
matching of G such that F ∩M 6= ∅. An M-alternating cycle C is called an (F,M)-nice
cycle if ∅ 6= C ∩ F ⊆M .
Lemma 3.5. Let G be a graph, let F ⊆ E(G), and let M ⊆ E(G) be a matching of G
such that F ∩M 6= ∅. Let C be an (F,M)-nice cycle. Then |M∆C| = |M |, (M∆C) ∩ F =
(M ∩ F ) \ (C ∩ F ) and so |(M∆C) ∩ F | = |M ∩ F | − |C ∩ F | < |M ∩ F |.
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Proof. The cycle C is M-alternating, then |M∆C| = |M |. Since C ∩ F ⊆M ∩ F , we have
(M∆C) ∩ F ⊆ (M ∪ C) ∩ F = (M ∩ F ) ∪ (C ∩ F ) = M ∩ F . Suppose f ∈ C ∩ F . Then
f ∈ C, F,M . So f /∈M∆C and f /∈ (M∆C)∩F . Hence (M∆C)∩F ⊆ (M ∩F ) \ (C ∩F ).
Let g ∈ (M ∩F ) \ (C ∩F ). Then g ∈M,F and g /∈ C. So g ∈M∆C and g ∈ (M∆C)∩F .
Thus (M∆C) ∩ F ⊆ (M∆C) ∩ F .
Let G be a graph and let F ⊆ E(G). Let f ∈ F be an edge of F . Then we call f an
F -fault edge. Let g ∈ E(G) \ F be an edge of G− F . Then we call g an F -good edge. Let
M ⊆ E(G) be a matching of G such that F ∩M 6= ∅. Let C be an (F,M)-nice cycle. By
Lemma 3.5, the matching M∆C of G contains less F -fault edges than that of M .
Let n > 2 and let G be a (k0, k1, . . . , kn−1;n)-grid graph. Let f = uv be an edge of G
and let C = uvv′u′u be a (f, d, j; 4)-cycle as defined at the end of Subsection 2.2. LetM be
a matching of G such that Ej,j+1d (G) ⊆ M , and let F ⊆ E(G) such that f ∈ C∩F ⊆M∩F .
Then C is an (F,M)-nice cycle. Here C ∩ F has one or two F -fault edges. Let f ′ = u′v′.
If f ′ /∈ F , then C ∩ F = {f}. If f ′ ∈ F , then C ∩ F = {f, f ′}.
Lemma 3.6. Let G be a graph, let F ⊆ E(G), and let M ⊆ E(G) be a matching of G such
that F ∩M 6= ∅. Let s > 1 and let C1, C2, . . . , Cs be edge-disjoint (F,M)-nice cycles such
that F ∩M ⊆
s⋃
i=1
Ci. Let M∆ =M∆C1∆C2∆ · · ·∆Cs. Then |M∆| = |M | and M∆∩F = ∅,
i.e. M∆ contains no F -fault edges. In particular, if M is a perfect matching (or almost
perfect matching, respectively), then M∆ is a perfect matching (or almost perfect matching,
respectively) of G− F .
Proof. Since C1, C2, . . . , Cs are edge-disjoint M-alternating cycles, the matching M∆ has a
partition M∆ =
s⋃
i=0
Ni where N0 = M \ C, C =
s⋃
i=1
Ci and Ni = Ci \M for each 1 6 i 6 s.
Now suppose f ∈ M∆ ∩ F =
s⋃
i=0
Ni ∩ F . Then f ∈ Ni ∩ F for some 1 6 i 6 s. If i = 0,
then f ∈ M and f /∈
s⋃
i=1
Ci. So f ∈ M ∩ F ⊆
s⋃
i=1
Ci. This is a contradiction. If 1 6 i 6 s,
then f ∈ Ci and f /∈ M . So f ∈ Ci ∩ F ⊆ M ∩ F ⊆ M , which is a contradiction. Thus
M∆ ∩ F = ∅.
The following corollary follows directly by Lemma 3.6.
Corollary 3.7. Let G be a graph, let F ⊆ E(G). If there exists a perfect matching
(or almost perfect matching, respectively) M of G and edge-disjoint (F,M)-nice cycles
C1, C2, . . . , Cs such that F ∩M ⊆
s⋃
i=1
Ci, then F is not a matching preclusion set of G.
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Let G be a graph, let F ⊆ E(G), and let M ⊆ E(G) be a matching of G such that
F ∩M 6= ∅. Now we divide edges of F ∩M into two classes through (F,M)-nice cycles.
Let f ∈ F ∩M be an F -fault edge. If there exists an (F,M)-nice cycle C such that f ∈ C,
then the F -fault edge f is called an (F,M)-nice-fault edge. Let g ∈ F ∩M be an F -fault
edge. If there has no (F,M)-nice cycles containing g, then the fault edge g is called an
(F,M)-bad-fault edge.
3.2 Even order n-grid graphs with n > 3
Let G be a (k0, k1, . . . , kn−1;n)-grid graph. Let ne(G) denote the number of even numbers
in k0, k1, . . . , kn−1. Then 1 6 ne(G) 6 n if the order n(G) is even. First, we deal the
simplest case that when ne(G) = 1.
Lemma 3.8. Let n > 3 and let G be a (k0, k1, . . . , kn−1;n)-grid graph where k0 > 2 is even
and kj > 3 is odd for 1 6 j 6 n− 1. Let M0 = E
0,1
0 (G)∪E
2,3
0 (G)∪ · · · ∪E
k0−2,k0−1
0 (G) and
let F ⊆ E(G) such that |F | 6 n, F ∩M0 6= ∅ and dF (f) 6 n − 2 for f ∈ F ∩M0. Then
G− F has a perfect matching.
Proof. For 0 6 j 6 k0−1, let Fj = F ∩E(G0[j]). Since F ∩M0 6= ∅, then |Fj | 6 n−1. First
let |Fj| 6 n−2 for any 0 6 j 6 k0−1. Since the size |VallEven(G0[j])| =
k1+1
2
k2+1
2
· · · kn−1+1
2
>
2n−1 > n, we can choose a vertex uj ∈ VallEven(G0[j]) such that P = u0u1 · · ·uk0−1 is a path
of length k0 − 1 such that F uncovers P . So |Fj| < n− 1 = mp(G0[j]− uj) and G0[j]− Fj
has an almost perfect matching M [j] which uncovers uj. Let MP be an almost perfect
matching of P . Then M [1]∪M [2] ∪ · · · ∪M [k0 − 1]∪MP is an almost perfect matching of
G− F .
Now let |Fj| = n − 1 for some 0 6 j 6 k0 − 1. Then |F \ Fj | 6 1. Since F ∩M0 6= ∅,
we have ∅ 6= F \ Fj ⊆ M0. Let {f} = F \ Fj . Then f ∈ F ∩ M0. If G0[j] − Fj has
an isolated vertex x, then all the edges in Fj are incident with x, dG0[j](x) = n − 1 and
x ∈ Vδ(G0[j]) ⊆ VallEven(G0[j]). If x is incident with f , then dF (f) = n− 1 > n− 2 which
is a contradiction. So x is not incident with f , and there exists an (f ; 4)-cycle C such that
Fj∩C = ∅. Thus M0∆C is a perfect matching of G−F . Suppose G0[j]−Fj has no isolated
vertices. Then there exists an (f ; 4)-cycle C ′ such that Fj ∩ C
′ = ∅. Hence M0∆C
′ is a
perfect matching of G− F .
Theorem 3.9. Let n > 3 and let G be an (k0, k1, . . . , kn−1;n)-grid graph. If ne(G) = 1,
then G is super matched.
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Proof. Let F ⊆ E(G) be an optimal matching preclusion set of G, i.e. |F | = n and G− F
has no perfect matching. We need to prove that F is trivial, i.e. G−F has an isolated vertex.
Without loss of generality, we may assume k0 is even. Then kj > 3 is odd for 1 6 j 6 n−1.
Let M0 = E
0,1
0 (G)∪E
2,3
0 (G)∪ · · · ∪E
k0−2,k0−1
0 (G). Then M0 is a perfect matching of G and
M0∩F 6= ∅. If dF (f) 6 n−2 for any f ∈ F ∩M0, then by Lemma 3.8, G−F has a perfect
matching. This is a contradiction. So there exists f ∈ F ∩M0 such that dF (f) = n − 1.
Let f be such an edge. Then F ∩M0 = {f} and other F -fault edges are incident with f .
We assume that f = ujuj+1 for some uj ∈ V (G0[j]) and uj+1 ∈ V (G0[j + 1]), where j is
even and 0 6 j 6 k0 − 2.
For i = j or j + 1, let Fi = F ∩ E(G0[i]), and Pi = {d | d is the position of e, e ∈ Fi}.
Then Fj ∩ Fj+1 = ∅, Fj ∪ Fj+1 ⊆ F \ {f}, |Pj| 6 |Fj |, |Pj+1| 6 |Fj+1|, 0 6∈ Pj ∪ Pj+1
and Pj ∪ Pj+1 ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , n − 1}. If Pj ∪ Pj+1 6= {1, 2, . . . , n − 1}, then for any position
d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n− 1} \ (Pj ∪ Pj+1), we can find an (f, 0, j, d; 4)-cycle C such that M0∆C is
a perfect matching of G − F . So Pj ∪ Pj+1 = {1, 2, . . . , n− 1}, Pj ∩ Pj+1 = ∅, |Pj| = |Fj|,
|Pj+1| = |Fj+1| and Fj ∪ Fj+1 = F \ {f}. If Fj 6= ∅ and Fj+1 6= ∅, then |Fj |, |Fj+1| 6 n− 2.
Then by the same argument as in the first paragraph of the proof of Lemma 3.8, G − F
has a perfect matching. So one of Fj and Fj+1 is empty.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that Fj+1 = ∅. Then Pj = {1, 2, . . . , n− 1},
Fj = F \ {f}, and all the edges in F are incident with uj. If dG0[j](uj) > n − 1, then for
some position d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n − 1}, there are two edges incident with uj at position d, in
which one is not in F . So we can find an (f, 0, j, d; 4)-cycle C ′ such thatM0∆C
′ is a perfect
matching of G − F . Hence dG0[j](uj) = n − 1 and uj ∈ Vδ(G0[j]) ⊆ VallEven(G0[j]) is an
isolated vertex of G0[j]− Fj .
✤
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Figure 4: The construction of MI .
If k0 = 2, then j = 0, dG(uj) = n, and uj is an isolated vertex of G − F . Now we
assume that k0 > 4. Suppose j > 0. Then 2 6 j 6 k0 − 2. Let I = {j − 2, j − 1, j, j + 1}.
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Then we can find a perfect matching MF = M
′
0 ∪ MI of G − F . The following is the
construction of MF . Let M
′
0 = M0 \ (E
j−2,j−1
0 (G)∪E
j,j+1
0 (G)), then M
′
0 is a matching of G
such thatM ′0 uncovers subgraphs G0[j−2], G0[j−1], G0[j], G0[j+1]. These four subgraphs
and the construction of MI are shown in Figure 4. For each i ∈ I, let xi ∈ VallEven(G0[i])
such that xj−2xj−1xjxj+1 is a path whose edges are at position 0. By Lemma 2.2, G0[i]
has an almost perfect matching M i such that M i uncovers xi. Since n > 3 and ki > 3
for each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n − 1}, we have |Vδ(G0[j])| = 2
n−1 > 4 > 1 and we can choose
xj ∈ Vδ(G0[j]) ⊆ VallEven(G0[j]) such that xj 6= uj and so xj is not adjacent to uj. Then
xj+1 6= uj+1 and xj+1 is not adjacent to uj+1. Let ujwj ∈ M
j for some wj ∈ V (G0[j]). Let
g = ujuj−1 and h = wjwj−1 be edges at position 0 where uj−1, wj−1 ∈ V (G0[j − 1]). Then
we can chooseM j−1 (a copy ofM j) such that uj−1wj−1 ∈M
j−1. LetM ′I = M
j−2∪
(
M j−1 \
{uj−1wj−1}
)
∪
(
M j \ {ujwj}
)
∪M j+1 and let S = {xj−2, xj−1, xj, xj+1, uj−1, uj, wj−1, wj}.
Then M ′I ∩ F = ∅ and M
′
I is a matching of G such that M
′
I covers vertices in V (G0[i]) \ S
for each i ∈ I. LetMI =M
′
I ∪{g, h}∪{xj−2xj−1, xjxj+1}. ThenMF =M
′
0∪MI is a perfect
matching of G−F . Hence j = 0. So dG(uj) = n and uj is an isolated vertex of G−F .
Theorem 3.10. Let n > 3 and let G be an even order (k0, k1, . . . , kn−1;n)-grid graph. Then
G is super matched.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume k0 is even. Let M = E
0,1
0 (G)∪E
2,3
0 (G)∪
· · · ∪ Ek0−2,k0−10 (G). Then M is a perfect matching of G. Here we prove that G is super
matched by induction on ne(G). When ne(G) = 1, the statement holds by Theorem 3.9.
Now we suppose ne(G) > 2. Let F be an optimal matching preclusion set of G, i.e. |F | = n
and G− F has no perfect matching. Then M ∩ F 6= ∅. We need to show that F is trivial,
i.e. G− F has an isolated vertex.
Let f = xkxk+1 ∈M ∩ F for some xk ∈ V (G0[k]), xk+1 ∈ V (G0[k + 1]), where k is even
and 0 6 k 6 k0 − 2. If for each 0 6 s 6 k0 − 1, G0[s]− F has a perfect matching Ms, then
M0 ∪M1 ∪ · · · ∪Mk0−1 is a perfect matching of G−F . So there exists t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k0− 1}
such that G0[t]−F has no perfect matching, i.e. Ft = F ∩E(G0[t]) ⊆ F \{f} is a matching
preclusion set of G0[t]. The subgraph G0[t] is an even order (k1, . . . , kn−1;n−1)-grid graph.
Let ne(G0[t]) be the number of even numbers in k1, . . . , kn−1. Then 1 6 ne(G0[t]) < ne(G).
By Lemma 3.1, we have mp(G0[t]) = n − 1. So |Ft| > n − 1. Since |Ft| 6 n − 1, we have
|Ft| = n−1 and Ft is an optimal matching preclusion set of G0[t]. By induction hypothesis,
the optimal matching preclusion set Ft is trivial, i.e. G0[t] − F has an isolated vertex u
with vertex degree dG0[t](u) = n− 1.
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Now for each j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k0 − 1} \ {t}, Fj = E(G0[j]) ∩ F = ∅ and G0[j] − Fj has
a perfect matching M [j]. If u /∈ {xk, xk+1}, then we can find an (f ; 4)-cycle C such that
M∆C is a perfect matching of G − F . So u ∈ {xk, xk+1}. Without loss of generality, we
may assume u = xk, then t = k. If k 6= 0, then M [0] ∪M [1] ∪ . . . ∪M [k − 2] ∪E
k−1,k
0 (G)∪
M [k + 1] ∪ . . . ∪M [k0 − 1] is a perfect matching of G − F . This is a contradiction. Thus
k = t = 0. So dG(u) = n and u is an isolated vertex of G− F .
Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.10 imply the even order part of our main theorem.
Theorem 3.11. Let G be an even order n-grid graph. Then mp(G) = n. If n > 3, then G
is super matched.
In particular, the (2, 2, . . . , 2;n)-grid graph is the hypercube Qn. Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2
and Theorem 3.10 imply immediately the following result.
Corollary 3.12 ([3]). mp(Qn) = n and Qn is super matched.
4 Matching preclusion for odd order n-grid graphs
Let G be an odd order (k0, k1, . . . , kn−1;n)-grid. Then ki > 3 is odd for each 0 6 i 6 n− 1.
By using results of matching preclusion for even order n-grid graphs, we get matching
preclusion for odd order n-grid graphs in this section.
By Lemma 2.4, for any vertex u ∈ Ve(G), we can find an almost perfect matching Mu
of G which uncovers u. By Lemma 2.5, for any vertex u ∈ Vo(G), the graph G − u has
no perfect matching. Then the set of edges incident with a vertex in Vo(G) is a matching
preclusion set. In the proof of Theorem 4.1, we may follow the summary of this proof in
Figure 5.
Theorem 4.1. Let G be an odd order (k0, k1, . . . , kn−1;n)-grid graph. Then mp(G) = n+1.
Proof. By Lemma 2.5, mp(G) 6 min{dG(v) | v ∈ Vo(G)} = n+1. Next by induction on n,
we will show that mp(G) > n, i.e. for any F ⊆ E(G) with |F | 6 n, G− F has an almost
perfect matching.
If n = 1, G is the path Pk0 where k0 > 3 is odd. Then for any F ⊂ E(G) with |F | 6 1,
it is easy to find an almost perfect matching in G− F .
Now suppose n > 2. Let F ⊆ E(G) such that |F | 6 n. First, we assume G − F has
an isolated vertex u. So dG(u) > δ(G) = n and dG(u) 6 |F | 6 n. Then |F | = dG(u) = n,
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mp(G) > n


n = 1
n > 2


G− F has an isolated vertex u
G− F has no isolated vertex
⇓

Fj2 6= ∅ for all 0 6 j 6 n− 1
Fi2 = ∅ for some 0 6 i 6 n− 1
⇓

|Fi1| < n
|Fi1| = n


Hi1 − F has an islolated vertex v
Hi1 − F has no islolated vertex
⇓

n > 3
n = 2
Figure 5: Summary of the proof of Theorem 4.1.
all the edges in F are incident with u and u ∈ Vδ(G) ⊆ VallEven(G). By Lemma 2.2, G
has an almost perfect matching Mu which uncovers u. Then Mu is also an almost perfect
matching of G− F .
Now we assume that G − F has no isolated vertex. For each 0 6 j 6 n − 1, let
Hj1 = G − Gj [kj − 1], Hj2 = Gj [kj − 1], Fj1 = F ∩ E(Hj1) and Fj2 = F ∩ E(Hj2). Then
Hj1 is an even order n-grid graph, Hj2 is an odd order (n− 1)-grid graph, the sets V (Hj1)
and V (Hj2) form a partition of V (G), and the sets Fj1, F
′
j = F ∩ E
kj−2,kj−1
j (G) and Fj2
form a partition of F . These notations are shown in Figure 6. By Lemma 3.1, we have
mp(Hj1) = n. By induction hypothesis, we have mp(Hj2) = n.
Suppose Fj2 6= ∅ for all 0 6 j 6 n− 1. Let f ∈ F and let d be the position of f . Then
f /∈ Fd2, Fd2 6= ∅ and Fd1 ∪ Fd2 ⊆ F . So |Fd1| < n = mp(Hd1) and |Fd2| < n = mp(Hd2).
For s = 1 or 2, Fds is not a matching preclusion set of Hds and Hds − Fds has a perfect
matching Mds. Thus M = Md1 ∪Md2 is an almost perfect matching of G− F .
The rest case is that there exists an i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} such that Fi2 = ∅. When
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✤✣
✜
✢
✤
✣
✜
✢
✤
✣
✜
✢
✤
✣
✜
✢
. . .
Gj [0] Gj [1] Gj [kj − 2] Gj [kj − 1]
Hj1 Hj2
Fj1 F
′
j Fj2
Figure 6: The partition of the odd order n-grid graph G at position j.
|Fi1| < n = mp(Hi1), the set Fi1 is not a matching preclusion set of Hi1. So Hi1 − Fi1 has
a perfect matching M ′i1. Let M
′
i2 be an almost perfect matching of Hi2 = Hi2 − Fi2. Then
M ′i1 ∪M
′
i2 is an almost perfect matching of G− F .
When |Fi1| = n, we have F = Fi1 ⊆ E(Hi1). If Hi1 − F has an isolated vertex v, then
dHi1(v) = n. Since G−F has no isolated vertex, the vertex v ∈ Gi[ki−2], dGi[ki−2](v) = n−1.
So v ∈ Vδ(Gi[ki−2]) ⊆ VallEven(Gi[ki−2]). By Lemma 2.2, Gi[ki−2] has an almost perfect
matching Mv which uncovers v. Let v
+ ∈ V (Hi2) such that vv
+ ∈ Eki−2,ki−1i (G). Then
vv+ /∈ F and v+ ∈ VallEven(Hi2). By Lemma 2.2, Hi2 has an almost perfect matching M
+
v
such that M+v uncovers v
+. Let M−v be any almost perfect matching of Hi1 − Gi[ki − 2].
Then M−v ∪Mv ∪M
+
v ∪ {vv
+} is an almost perfect matching of G− F .
Now we assume Hi1 − F has no isolated vertex. When n > 3, F is not a matching
preclusion set of Hi by Theorem 3.9. So G − F has an almost perfect matching. When
n = 2, without loss of generality, we may assume i = 0. Then G is a (k0, k1; 2)-grid graph
and H01 is an even order (k0−1, k1; 2)-grid graph where k0 > 3 and k1 > 3 are odd integers.
If F is not a matching preclusion set of H01, then G− F has an almost perfect matching.
Suppose F is a matching preclusion set of H01. Since H01 − F has no isolated vertex, by
Lemma 3.2, we have k1 = 3 and the endpoints of edges in F are (u0, 0), (u0 + 1, 0), (u0, 2)
and (u0 + 1, 2) for some even number u0 ∈ {0, 2, . . . , k0 − 3}. Then F ⊆ E
u0,u0+1
0 (G). Let
g ∈ E(G0[0]). Then {g} ∪ E
1,2
0 (G) ∪ E
3,4
0 (G) ∪ · · · ∪ E
k0−2,k0−1
0 (G) is an almost perfect
matching of G− F .
Lemma A.3, in Appendix A, gives another proof of Theorem 4.1 when n > 3 without
using results of matching preclusion for even order n-grid graphs.
Next we will discuss the structure of the optimal matching preclusion set of odd order
n-grid graphs. The (k0; 1)-grid graph G is a path Pk0 with k0 odd. Then mp(G) = 2. Let
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F ⊆ E(G) be an optimal matching preclusion set. Then |F | = 2 and Pk0 −F is isomorphic
to the disjoint union Ps ∪ Pt ∪ Pq of three paths where the positive numbers s, t, q are odd
and s+ t + q = k0.
Theorem 4.2. Let n > 2 and let G be an odd order (k0, k1, . . . , kn−1;n)-grid graph. Then
an edge set F ⊆ E(G) is an optimal matching preclusion set of G if and only if F consists
of edges incident with a vertex u ∈ Vo(G) with dG(u) = n + 1.
Proof. Let F ⊆ E(G) be an optimal matching preclusion set of G. Then |F | = n + 1 and
G − F has no almost perfect matching. Let f = xy ∈ F , let d be the position of f and
let x ∈ Gd[j] and y ∈ Gd[j + 1] for some j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , kd − 2}. Let H1 and H2 be the
connected components of G−Ej,j+1d (G) such that x ∈ V (H1) and y ∈ V (H2). Then one of
H1 and H2 is of even order and the other is of odd order. Without loss of generality, we
may assume H1 is of odd order. Then j 6 kd − 3 is even and H2 is of even order. Then
mp(H2) = n by Lemma 3.1. Let F1 = F ∩E(H1) and F2 = F ∩E(H2). Then F1 ∩ F2 = ∅,
F1∪F2 ⊆ F \{f}, and |F1|, |F2| 6 n. The above partition at position d is shown in Figure 7.
LetM0 = E
0,1
d (G)∪E
2,3
d (G)∪· · ·∪E
kd−3,kd−2
d (G). ThenM0 is a matching of G and f ∈M0.
✤
✣
✜
✢
✤
✣
✜
✢
. . .
✤
✣
✜
✢
✤
✣
✜
✢
. . .
✤
✣
✜
✢
✤
✣
✜
✢
Gd[0] Gd[1] Gd[j] Gd[j + 1] Gd[kd − 2] Gd[kd − 1]
s s
x y
f
H1 H2
F1 F2
Figure 7: The partition of the odd order n-grid graph G at position d.
If F2 is a matching preclusion set of H2, then |F2| > n. So |F2| = n. By Theorem 3.9,
H2−F2 has an isolated vertex v, all the F2-fault edges are incident with v and dH2(v) = n.
Then v is a vertex of Gd[j+1] or Gd[kd−1]. If v ∈ V (Gd[kd−1]). We have dG(v) = dH2(v) =
n, v ∈ Vδ(G) ⊆ VallEven(G) and v ∈ VallEven(Gd[kd − 1]). By Lemma 2.2, Gd[kd − 1] has
an almost perfect matching Mv which uncovers v. There exists an (f ; 4)-cycle C
1
f such
that C1f is an (F,M0)-nice cycle. Then (M0∆C
1
f ) ∪Mv is an almost perfect matching of
G − F . So v ∈ V (Gd[j + 1]). If y 6= v, then there exists an (f ; 4)-cycle C
2
f such that C
2
f
is an (F,M0)-nice cycle. Let M
kd−1
v be an almost perfect matching of Gd[kd − 1]. Then
(M0∆C
2
f ) ∪M
kd−1
v is an almost perfect matching of G − F . So y = v and all the F -fault
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edges are incident with v. Since dH2(v) = n, the vertex degree dG(v) = n+ 1 = |F |. Hence
v is an isolated vertex of G−F . Suppose v ∈ Ve(G). Then by Lemma 2.4, G has an almost
perfect matching M ′v which uncovers v. So M
′
v is also an almost perfect matching of G−F .
Thus v ∈ Vo(G).
If F2 is not a matching preclusion set of H2, then H2 − F2 has a perfect matching M2.
If F1 is not a matching preclusion set of H1. Then H1−F1 has an almost perfect matching
M1. So M1 ∪M2 is an almost perfect matching of G − F . This is a contradiction. So F1
is a matching preclusion set of H1. The matching preclusion number mp(H1) = n or n+ 1
by Theorem 4.1. Then |F1| > mp(H1) > n. Since |F1| 6 n, we have |F1| = mp(H1) = n.
Then H1 is an odd order (n − 1)-grid graph, j = 0, and F2 = ∅. Let M
kd−1 be an almost
perfect matching of Gd[kd−1]. If x is not an isolated vertex in H1−F1, then there exists an
(f, d, 0; 4)-cycle C3f such that C
3
f is an (F,M0)-nice cycle. So (M0∆C
3
f )∪M
kd−1 is an almost
perfect matching of G − F . Hence x is an isolated vertex in H1 − F1. The vertex degree
satisfies n− 1 = δ(H1) 6 dH1(x) 6 |F1| = n. If dH1(x) = n− 1, then dG(x) = n and there
exists exactly one edge g ∈ F1 which is not incident with x. Since x ∈ Vδ(G) ⊆ VallEven(G)
and |{g}| = 1 < n, the set {g} is not a matching preclusion set of G − x by Lemma 2.3.
Then (G−x)−g has a perfect matchingMx. This meansMx is an almost perfect matching
of G− F which uncovers x. Thus dH1(x) = n. So dG(x) = n + 1, all the F -fault edges are
incident with x, and x is an isolated vertex of G−F . By the same argument as in the last
paragraph, we have x ∈ Vo(G).
Conversely, let F ⊆ E(G) such that |F | = n + 1 and G − F has an isolated vertex
u ∈ Vo(G) with dG(u) = n + 1. Then F consists of edges incident with u. By Lemma 2.5,
F is an optimal matching preclusion set.
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 imply the odd order part of our main theorem.
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A Matching preclusion number of odd order n-grid
graph where n > 2
Lemma A.1. Let G be an odd order (k0, k1; 2)-grid graph. Then mp(G) = 3.
Proof. We follow the summary of this proof as that of Theorem 4.1 (see Figure 5). By
using Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, we can get this result.
Lemma A.2. Let G be an odd order (k0, k1, . . . , kn−1;n)-grid graph and let f ∈ E(G).
Then there exists an almost perfect matching Mf such that f 6∈Mf .
Proof. Let d be the position of f = ujuj+1 where uj ∈ Gd[j] and uj+1 ∈ Gd[j + 1]. Let
H1 and H2 be the connected components of H = G − E
j,j+1
d (G) where uj ∈ V (H1) and
uj+1 ∈ V (H2). If j is even, then H1 is an even order grid graph and H2 is an odd order grid
graph. LetM1 be a perfect matching of H1 and letM2 be an almost perfect matching of H2.
Then M = M1 ∪M2 is an almost perfect matching of G such that f 6∈M . If j is odd, then
H1 is an odd order grid graph and H2 is an even order grid graph. Let M
′
1 be an almost
perfect matching of H1 and let M
′
2 be a perfect matching of H2. Then M
′ = M ′1 ∪M
′
2 is
an almost perfect matching of G such that f 6∈M ′.
Let n > 3. Here we give a proof of matching preclusion number of odd order n-grid
graph without using the matching preclusion results for even order grid graphs.
Lemma A.3. Let n > 3 and let G be an odd order (k0, k1, . . . , kn−1;n)-grid graph. Then
mp(G) = n+ 1.
Proof. By Lemma 2.5, mp(G) 6 min{dG(v) | v ∈ Vo(G)} = n + 1. Next we will show that
mp(G) > n, i.e. for any F ⊆ E(G) with |F | 6 n, G − F has an almost perfect matching.
Let F ⊆ E(G) such that |F | 6 n. For 0 6 j 6 k0 − 1, the subgraph G0[j] is an odd order
(n− 1)-grid graph. Let Fj = F ∩ E(G0[j]).
First suppose Fj = F for some 0 6 j 6 k0 − 1. We consider two possibilities for j.
If j 6= 0, then M1 ∪M1,0 is an almost perfect matching of G − F where M1 = E
1,2
0 (G) ∪
E3,40 (G)∪· · ·∪E
k0−2,k0−1
0 (G) and M1,0 is an almost perfect matching of G0[0]. If j 6= k0−1,
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then M2 ∪M2,k0−1 is an almost perfect matching of G−F where M2 = E
0,1
0 (G)∪E
2,3
0 (G)∪
· · · ∪ Ek0−3,k0−20 (G) and M2,k0−1 is an almost perfect matching of G0[k0 − 1].
Now suppose Fj 6= F for any 0 6 j 6 k0 − 1. Then |Fj| 6 n − 1. The following are
two cases. First let |Fj| 6 n− 2 for any 0 6 j 6 k0 − 1. Since the size |VallEven(G0[j])| =
k1+1
2
k2+1
2
· · · kn−1+1
2
> 2n−1 > n, we can choose a vertex uj ∈ VallEven(G0[j]) such that
P = u0u1 · · ·uk0−1 is a path of length k0 − 1 such that F uncovers P . So |Fj| < n − 1 =
mp(G0[j]− uj) and G0[j]− Fj has an almost perfect matching M [j] which uncovers uj by
Lemma 2.3. Let MP be an almost perfect matching of P . Then M [1]∪M [2]∪ · · · ∪M [k0−
1] ∪MP is an almost perfect matching of G − F . The other case is that |Fj | = n − 1 for
some 0 6 j 6 k0 − 1. Let {f} = F \ Fj. Then f ∈ E0(G) or f ∈ Fk for some k 6= j where
0 6 k 6 k0 − 1.
Let f ∈ Fk for some k 6= j where 0 6 k 6 k0− 1. Without loss of generality, we may let
j < k. If j is odd, let H1 and H2 be the connected components of G− (G0[j − 1] ∪G0[j])
where H1 is of even order, H2 is of odd order and f ∈ E(H2). Then H2 is an odd order
m-grid graph where m ∈ {n − 1, n}. There exists an almost perfect matching Mf of H2
such that f 6∈ Mf by Lemma A.2. Then M(H1) ∪ E
j−1,j
0 (G) ∪Mf is an almost perfect
matching of G− F where M(H1) is a perfect matching of H1. If j is even, let H
′
1 and H
′
2
be the connected components of G − (G0[j] ∪ G0[j + 1]) where H
′
1 is of even order, H
′
2 is
of odd order and f ∈ E(G0[j + 1])∪E(H
′
2). Then H
′
2 is an odd order m
′-grid graph where
m′ ∈ {n − 1, n}. There exists an almost perfect matching M ′f of H
′
2 such that f 6∈ M
′
f by
Lemma A.2. Then M(H ′1)∪E
j,j+1
0 (G)∪M
′
f is an almost perfect matching of G−F where
M(H ′1) is a perfect matching of H
′
1.
Let f ∈ E0(G). IfG0[j]−Fj has an isolated vertex xj , then all the edges in Fj are incident
with xj , dG0[j](xj) = n − 1 and xj ∈ Vδ(G0[j]) ⊆ VallEven(G0[j]). Let xk ∈ VallEven(G0[k])
for k 6= j such that P ′ = x0x1 · · ·xk0−1 is a path of length k0 − 1. Then for 0 6 h 6 k0 − 1,
G0[h] − Fh has an almost perfect matching M
h which uncovers xh by Lemma 2.2. There
exists an almost perfect matching M ′P of P
′ such that f 6∈ E(P ′) by Lemma A.2. Thus
M0 ∪M1 ∪ · · · ∪Mk0−1 ∪M ′P is an almost perfect matching of G− F .
Suppose G0[j] − Fj has no isolated vertices. Let M1, M1,0, M2 and M2,k0−1 be defined
above. First let j 6= 0. If f 6∈M1, then M1 ∪M1,0 is an almost perfect matching of G− F .
If f ∈M1, then there exists an (f ; 4)-cycle C1 such that C1∩Fj = ∅. So (M1∆C1)∪M1,0 is
an almost perfect matching of G− F . Now let j 6= k0 − 1. If f 6∈M2, then M2 ∪M2,k0−1 is
an almost perfect matching of G− F . If f ∈ M2, then there exists an (f ; 4)-cycle C2 such
that C2 ∩ Fj = ∅. So (M2∆C2) ∪M2,k0−1 is an almost perfect matching of G− F .
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